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PREFACE.

THE character and scope of this treatise I have en
deavoured to explain fully in the introductory chapter;

it remains f1)r me here to acknowledge my debts
to the works that have chiefly aided me in com
posing it. After J. S. :MiII's hook, from which I first
learned political economy, and on which the present

work must he understood to be primarily founded, I
believe that lowe most to Jevens' l'l,co)'!! of Political

Economy, the leading ideas of which have been con

tinuaIIy in my thoughts-though I have had occasion

to dissent from many of ~Ir Jevens' particular opinions.
I am also considerably indebted-in spite of still more

fundamental dis:tgreement-to Cairnes' Leading Prin

ciples of Political Economy: and also to the Economics

of Industry, hy Mr and ::\Irs Alfred Marshall, together

with some papers hy Jlr ::\farshall on the theory of

Value diagrammatically treated, which have been

privately lent to me. I have also derived valuable
suggestions from j\Ir Hearn's Plutoloqu, and from

Mr F. A. 'Walker's lVaqes .. also from 1\fr Macleod, as
s. E.
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regards the theory of :JIoney, and to some extent in

treating of Wealth and Capital-though I do not

agree with Mr Macleod's views about either of these
fundamental terms, and am obliged to dissent most
strongly from his general treatment of economic science,

I must also express my obligations to the writer of an
articl« on 'lndnstrial Monopolies' in the (1IIa"t""l.'!

Review of October, 1870,

Among foreign writers, I have derived most assist
ance from tho works of Professors A. Held and

A. "Vagner; especially from the latter's elaborate

systematic treatise on the subject.

Finally, I must ackuowledge gratefully the aid
that many friends have kindly given me, by supplying

informnt.ion or sllggeFiting corrections required for

various portions of the work while it was in progress;

among whom I must particularly mention ::\11' F. "V.
:Maitland, of Lincoln's Inn, and JliIr J. N. Keynes,

of Pembroke College, Cambridge. To the latter I

am especially indebted for his kindness in reading

and criticising the proof-sheets of the greater part
of the book; which has enabled me to improve it

in many respects.
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IKTRODUCTIOX.

CHAPTER I.

THF.; FRESE:'-T STATE OF ECO~O:'!IIC COXTROVERSY I~ E:-:GLAXD A~D

'l'H8 SPECIAL AnI OF THE l'RF.SE);l' WORK.

1. During the last thirty years Political Economy in Englund
has risen from the state of controversy 011 fundamental
principles and method into that. of an apparently estab
lished science, and again relapsed into the state of cou
trovcray.

2. ::\[y special aim if'! to eliminate needless polemics by a
guarded restatement of traditiounl doctrines, with duo
rccoguibiou of the advances made in economic theory by
recent writers.

CHAPTER II.

THJ,; ~COl'E OP rOLITIC.\L ECOXO)IY.

1. Is Political Ecouorny a Science, concerned with what is,
or all Art, concerned with what ought to be 1

2. Originally it was conceived as an Art, and is formally so
defined by Adam Smith; but the substance of the latter's
doctrine inevitably rendered hi", exposition mainly that
of a science;

3. but I!Ot entirely, since the doctrine of Iuieser faire, olra
ractcrisl.ic of Adam Smith and Iris school, belongs to
Art;

4. awl, ill the dcp.u-tmeut of Production, Lhc line between
Science and Art is difficult to draw.

5. In this treatise, 1111 questions .'\8 to proper governmental
interference in economic matters are treated separately
(in Book III) as questions belonging to the' Art of
Political Economy.'
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U--18

18-24

27-29
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CHAPTER III.

TIlE METIlOD OF EOOK01l10 SCIE:XCE.
PAGES

1. The ordinary treatment of the Theory of Production is
mainly inductive and annlytical-c-c.g. Mill's treatment
is so.

2. The. traditional method of determining toe Laws of Dis~

tribution and Exchange is primarily deductive and
hypothetical, but obviously requires for application to
concrete cases the aid of induction.

3. Both the general legitimacy of this method and its necos
sary limitations may be briefly shown by considering its
chief hypotheses.

4. In using the method, quantitative precision should be
attained as far as possible; but the limits of attainable
precision should also be carefully not-ed.

BOOK T.

'PRODUCTION.

CHAPTER 1.

'THI<~ THJlORY 0.1:' PRODCCTIQ)l.

1. In this book industry is viewed primarily as a function
of the human community, without regard to the terms
on which its members co-operate.

2. But in order to use the notion of wealth with quantitative
precision, we need a clear view of the measure of wealth,
and therefore of value.

CHAPTER II.

THE DEFIXITIOX A:XD l1EASURE OF YALUE.

1. Search for a definition is often the best way of examining
what has to be defined. The definition often cannot. he
both useful for scientific purposes find in strict conform
it)' with usage.

2. In making the notion of Exchange Value precise, the main
difficulty is to find a measure of variations of value-c.
since Labour is not the measure we require, either in
Ricardo's sense or Adam Smith's.

~. The best attainable measure is liable to inevitable in
exactness.

30-36

36-38

38-44

44-46

49-5\

5\

52-56

56-65

65-69
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CHAPTP.R Ill.

WEALTH.

1. The difficulties of measuring Value apply also to the
measurement of wealth j and other difficulties arise
from the varying relations of purchased and unpul'
chased utilities :

2, however we cannot take Utility a:-; a measure, discarding
value;

3. especially, considering the variations in Needs.
4. (Wealth' cannot include services-c-though 'Produce I

may·-

5. nor Culture or Skill,
G. nor Debts-though used as medium of exchange.
7. \Vc must distinguish Producers' wealth from Consumers'

wealth, being primarily concerned with the latter, in
estimating the wealth of a community;

8, and apply this distinction to the questions whether
Patents, Copyrights, Goodwill, &c., are wealth.

CH~U'TER IV.

CAU~ES OF VARTATTOXS IK l'ROnt:CTIOs.

1. Taking Produce to include Consumable services as well
as Consumers' wealth,

2. variations in amount of produce may be referred to several
di fferen t causes:

3. partly, to differences in men's material environment,
4. partly, to differences in the quantity and quality of their

labour.
5. These latter, again, are largely due to vtu-iouely caused

differences in the strength of motives to labour.
6. Efficiency of labour is greatly increased by cooperation,

especially by Division of Employments: also by Inven
tion-the development of which ha..s at once aided, and
been aided by, that of Cooperntion-c- : also by Capital
largely required in ccnsnqueur:e of Tnvcntiou.

CHAPTER V.

C,\ PITAL.

IX

I'.~OES

70-74

7·~-77

77-jR

79-80
80----82

82-86

86-88

88-92

DB-DS
D9-102

101-110

110-I::!0

1. 'Capital' has to be differently defined from the point of
view of the individual and that of the community j

"individual's capital" is wealth employed 1'01' 111"06t ; l~O -12-1
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2. and therefore includes land; but from the social point of
view we must distinguish the two; 124~126

3. restricting capital to results of human labour, but. not ex-
eluding immaterial results, such as business conuexion, 126-129

4. lind skill; bnt not physical strength, so far as this results
from consumption that is not merely a means to future
production. 120~132

v. Capital that is accnruul-rted oouaists mainly of iustrn-
menta, not food of lubonrera ; . ]32-j~l5

G, which, ill the labourers' possession, is not' cepitul ' in the
narrowest sense, though in n wider ReJI~e it, Iill-ly be
called (consumers') capital; as may all unconsumed
wealth, so far as it is the intermediate result of labour
employed for future utility, and more productive through
postponement, 133-141

CHAPTER YI.

LAW::; OF PHODUCTIOX.

1. By' Lawe '. I mean quantitative statements as to the
operation of different C,U1SCS of greater or lees produc
tion.

2. They cannot generally be hill dOWH with auy exnctuess.
3. )Ialthns" Law of l'opulntiou,' awl Lhc Law of' Diminish

lug Itctums from Land are valid, when dilly qualified,
HB abstract statements of tendcucics ; abo the concrete
statement that in old countries population is limited by
the difficulty of procuring snl.aistence ; but the limit is
not rigid, and depends on a variable Standard of Comfort.

4. The Law of increase of individuals' capital is not definitely
ascertainable ;

fl. still less the Law of increase of social capital.

BOOK II.

lIiSTHIBUTIO~ AI\D EXClf.\NGE.

ellA PTEl{ 1.

142-H4
1·11-1-17

147-157

]57-163
lG3-1G7

I};TIW1H.Tl'LOK.

The question' how if' produce shared among the different
classes who cooperate in production' ia convertible with
the question i what determines the exchange value of
their services.' The theory of Distribution (assuming
free contract) has therefore close affinity to the Theory
of Exchange value of material products ; and it is con-
venient to take the latter first. 171-Ij'!)
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CllAPTEll II.

THEORY OF EXCHASGE VALCE OF )IATERIAL CO)DIODITIES.
PAGES

xi

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
s,

9.

10.

The deductive theory of value depends ou certain cssump
Lions, which require to be carefully stated r-c-maiuly QlI

the assumpt.ious of "conuneroial ' and "indust-ial ' coru
pct.itiou.

Xlill's exposition of the theory is ill the main sound, but
;~JIlle of the cardinal terms-c-cspccially "increase of
demand '-hl'rotvc ambiguities that need to he rc
moved,

"Equation of supply and demand' is formally inadequate
to determine price, if Loth supply and demand vary
with price.

This is exemplified LJ' the iudclinitc number of values
possible in the case of a monopolized article;

compared with that of a' simply scarce 1 article.
III explaining ::\farket Value of wares that have a uniform

cost of production, we have to show how Supply tends
to be determined by prospects of 10SH and gain in hold
jug back ;

null to note the eliverse effects of «peculut.iou.
But cost of production-s-estimated, as it 111mt be in terms

of remuueratian; not xw.''I'f/ice-uaullot he assumed to be
independent of demand.

Hence the Ricardian doctrine of value 1I0el18 important
'1uuliflcatiou.

The dctermiuatiou of values of products industrially
connected is more complex.

CHAPTER III.

THEORY OF ISl'ERX....T10::\.,\L YALt"ES.

180-18:!

183·-100

190-191

192-19:j
193-1DO

] 96-·19.:l
198-200

200-208

20S-211

211-213

1. There arc various causes of economic gain through trade
between distant places. 211- 21i

2, 'Tho peculiarity of the theoretical determination (If the
vnlncs of the products of such trade depends not pri
mru-ilyon the imperfect mobility of labour, but 011 the
cost of carriage. 217-222

3. 'The combined laws of demand of different wares traded ill
determine how much of the double east of carriage is
to be added to the price of each when sold : 222 - 22:1
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4. that is, its 'real price.' The fluctuations of Foreign
exchanges !J1D,Y be used to illustrate this theory, but
need careful handling. 225-228

5. The term 'International' mar bs objected to in this
connexion, but has advantages. 228-230

ell APTER II'.

1.

2.
a.

DEFIL\ITIO~ OF MO~EY.

The denotation of the' tcrm.uioncy- is obscure and- fluctua
ting; but ns commonly used in dtscuasions about the
money-market, it certainly includes Bankers' Liabilities:

though this fact has not received adeqnate recognition.
This denotation seems Oil the whole most convenient,

CHAPTER v.

231-237
237-240
2-10-2·16

1. The value of precious metals is slowly and irregularly
affected by industrial competition: therefore for tolerably
long periods the value of a. monometallic gold currency
may be taken [1,8 determined by the demand for gold
coin, modified by the demand for gold in the arts, 247-2,')4.

2. A double standard with a. fixed ratio will be stable against
minor variations of supply, the fixed ratio causing au
adjustment of demand to supply. 25·1--25U

3. Bankers' obligations have the aamo uobuul value as the coin
they represent j though, of course, a less value than coin
would have if they were not used; and a more variable
value. 256-2t)!)

4. The common confueiou between the- purchasing powor of
mOlley and the rate of discount in the money-market is
to be avoicled ; (the latter, however, is not to be identified
with the rate of interest Oll capital geuerully) . 239 -263

5. but there arc certain connexions between the two former
which explain the common confusion 264-265

Ii, The valuc of inconvertible CUn'eIleY is determined simply
by the relation of supply to demand. 2€o-~8

Gil A PTEll YI_

1. By' Interest', in the theory of Distribution, is-meant the
share of produce obtained by the owner of capital as such 269-274

2. By' rate of interest' is"'nleant the commonly expected
average yield of newly invested capital; which with
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certain qualifications, may be taken as approximately
uniform in a modern community at any given time. . 27'4-279

3. It depends on conditions of demand and dupply combined:
-so far as demand go~s, in a modern industrial society,
it depends mainly on industrial demand. 279-283

4. It corresponds to average additional produce expected to
be obtained by employment of last increment of floating
capital, 111£11/(8 'employer's fcc'; therefore varies with
variations iu recognized opportunities (If profitably using
capital to aid labour. 283-289

rl. The reaction of changes ill the r..ate of interest au the
saving that supplies capital has au uuportaut, but not
definitely measurable, tendency to keep the rate
:::table." 289-292

6. The yield of most-c-but not all-old investments tends to
decrease. 202-294

CHAPTER HI.

REXT.

1. Ricardo's definition of rent, as price paid for 'original
powers' of soil, is unccceptnble: 295-300

2. but his formula. for competitive determination of rent ie
noue the less valid-though needing certain qualiflca-
tious 300 30<1

3. Difflcultiea uriae ill. framing rent-contracts from possibilifiea
of improving 01' deteriorating land; similarly, in the casu
of mines, from deterioration. . 304-307

'1. There are various other extra profits more or less analogous
te rent. 307-308

CIJAPTEH vur,
GE:s"ERAL ·WAGES.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Competition does not tend to give the labourer the real
,v.ages required to make: his labour most effieiell~. •

;\01' can T accept the' 'Vages-Fund Theory',
which professes to determine general wages by 'ratio of

capital to population '.
Wages should not he regarded as paid out of capital.
General Wages, being taken to include the remuneration

of employers' labour, mar be regarded as the share of
produce that remains after paying for the use of capital
and land; awl so depends partly on the efficiency of
labour) partly on the price paid for the usc of c producers'
wealth ', .

309-312
312-314

314-318
318-320

320-324
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rAGES

G. The reaction of the remuneration of labour on the supply of
lnbourers has a certain tendency to counteract changes in
this remuneration. . 324-327

CHAPTER rx.
l'ARTIC"ULAR WAGES AKD PROFITS,

1. The proposition that industrial competition tends to
equalize the rcmuucrutiona of average labourers requires
important limitatious. 328-332

2. The iucquulitjea ill the wages of different classes arc
partly compensation for differences of sacrifice entailed
by their work, or by the training required for it, partly
due to scarcities of persons able or willing to afford the
outlay rcq uired for superior qunlitiea of labour, partly to
aoarcities of natural gifts. 332-340

3. The inequalities of lwernge enrniugs of employers of differ-
ent amounts of capital are to be referred to these two
kinds of scarcity corubiucd. 340-347

ULlPTElt X.

MO~OPOLY AXD cccmrx.vrrox,

1. )[ullopoly resulting from coiubinntion is a.. normal cle
ment- of the industrial society with which our theory
deals 348-350

2. 'Ye have to diatinguiah various Illu(le", uud degrees of
monopoly - extending the term to include 'buyers"
monopoly; 350-3G5

3, and to note epcciul characteristics of monopoly rcsult.iug
from combiuatiou-c-open or tacit-awl different methods
of attaining the end in view. . 355-3GO

4. Under certain conditions, bodies of hired labourers may
increase their earnings by combinnt.ion, without counter-
balancing loss to themselves or to other hired labourers 360-365

Cl LI l'TEll XI.

TR.A~SI.l:l~T AXD T.OCAT, YAIUATIOXS I~ DTS1'RInel'IO~.

1. After 3. summary of the five preceding chapters, ill which
we have discuseed the determination of X annal rates of
remuneration for industrial services, 366-370

~. we notice that these normal rates are exposed to continual
fluctuations-c-eapccially the profits of busiuesa-c- 370-373
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3. nud proceed to analyse the causes of these, as clue to moral
and intellectual shortcomings: to accidents, to iuventiona
and other improvementa : ~73-3i8

-1. to miscnlculationa of dcmnud causing ~f;.o-called)'over-pro-
dnction"; 3,8-380

5. to changes in rate of interest, consequent on "over-produc-
tlou ' 01' otherwise caused, and changes ill purchasing
power of money. 380-383

H. 'I'his leads us to notice local variations ill the ju-ices of
products, due to physical and historical causes com-
bined 383-·386

r, awl couscqueut inequalities in returns to labour and
capital, kept up by obstacles to migration and frequent
industrial changes. . 386-390

CHAPTEI\ XlI,

CC~TO:\r.

1. Distiuguiahing from Custom = the tendency to do as others
do, Hubit>- the tendency to do as oue has done before,
we oh.'i(\nti that Ute eeOIlOHIIe effects of Habit are

various
2. as also (If Custom
3. and that oHI.?, a part of these effects is excluded by the

assurnptious of the competitive sj-stem c-. viz. (1) the
mere blind tendency to follow use and wont, and (2)
Custom as morally obligatory.

ROOK III.

THE AUT OF POLiTICAl. rroxoxrv.

CIIAyrEn. I.

;{91- 393
304 -:19H

396-398

The Art of Political Economy M here treated consists
mainly of the theory of what ought to be done by govern
ment to improve Production or Distribution, and to pro-
vide for governmental expenditure. 401-40-1
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CHAPTER II.

THE S'LSTE~I cs NATl.:HAL UBERTY COXSIDEHED I~ HELATIO~ TO

PllODCCTIOX.

L

"

3.

4.

5.

0.

7.

8.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The general argument in favour of leaving indust.ry alono
has much force, hut needs important qualifications and
exceptions,

even in the most abstract theoretical treatment, owing to
divergence between utility to the individual awl utility to
society; illustrated generally in reference to Bequest
and Contract; .

exemplified further by special cases in which the utility
of socially useful services cannot be adequately appro
priated by the persons who might render them.or whcn ap
propriation and sale of such services would be wasteful:

also where the gain of a change is largely counterbalanced
by loss; and in case of monopoly: .

also from the imperfectly employed labour that competi
tion normally involves, and the labour spent ill attracting
business:

also in the elLse of utilities distunt in tunc.
Hence complete luiseerfuirc is not to be taken as a political

ideal: Ute problem for .the stutcsmuu is to balance its
disadvantages against the disndvnntages of extending the
sphere of govcrumcnl,

The above argument leaves unaseailcd the nsaumptiou that
the individual is a better judge than government of his
economic interests: but this assumption is. not com
pletely true, nor even tending to become 80•.

CHAPTEH III.

THE RELATIO;<;S OF GOVF.R;<;MEST TO ]"XDUSTRY.

The strictly economic interferences of government are to
be distinguished from its interferences with industry for
other ends i

especially in tho exercise of its normal fUlIct.iOJ1S. Snell in
terferences, of various kinds and degrees of intensity,

UJtl.,Y Lake place for national defence, .
for protection of life, health, reputation of individual

citizens, adults or children,
or of property from theft, fraud. Also governments have

importantly restricted their enforcement of contracts-

PAGES

404--407

407-412

412-414

414-415

415-417
417-418

418-421

421-423

424-426

426-428
428-429

429-432
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e. g. by bankruptcy laws-and, under tho guise of judicial
interpretation, have practically determined the oondi-
tions of ordinary engagements. 432-43i

G, Again many important questions as to the limits of the
right of property have to he determined by government.;
e, g. ill the case of land, pnteuts, copyrights, bequests. 437-441

CTIAYfElt IY,

UfPORT,\XT CASES OF GOYEn~~fEXT.AL lJ\Tt~1tFF.RF.XCP. TO r-noxrom

1'1WDUCTTOX.

I.

2.

3.
4.

!J.

(i,

7.

8.

9.

10.
II.

12.

Governments (central or local) have interfered specially in
businesses concerned with transfcr; partly from their
tendency to become monopolies, partly from the import
ance of their indirect utilities:

as in the case of ordinary roads,
of railways and canals
and .the post-office, On somewhat similar grounds they

have intervened in the provision for gas and water.
Coining is obviously adapted for governmental manage

rnentc on vat-ions grouuds ; hut. there see tna no reason
why it should not pay its CXpCIlSCS.

A bimetallic: cllrrt~nc'y limy be rnuintained under certain
conditions and has certain advantages.

The issue of convertible notes should he ttt least regulated,
and there are important advantages in its being under
taken by government;

which render it desirable that government should form a
special connexion with a hank; but not that it should
undertake ordinary banking business-though certain
kinds of lending seem suited to government. .

There are certain other departments in which govern
ments have intervened partly with a vie'» to production:
thus in providing for education and culture they have
partly aimed at making labour more efficient.

They have parbly on similar grounds assisted cmigraiion :
and arranged the sale of unoccupied lands on other than

strictly commercial prinoiplea.
Even in fully occupied countries, there are reasons for

keeping certain portions of land under goverurucntal
management, as forests j for restricting private property
in mines;

and perhaps for interference with the tenure of agricultural
land, in order to promote production.

442-444
444--440
446-.....449

44D-400

4bO-4;12

452-4oG

456-459

459-463

-163-467
467-4G9

475-478

478-~484
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CHAPTEH v.
PROTECTIO::",

P.\r.r:s

1. Temporary Protection, though not practically to be recom
mended, is theoretically justifiable, under certain cir-
cumstances, from a cosmopolitan point of view : 485-491

2. still more from a purely national point of view, ill apitc of
important drawbacks. 401- 49J

3. And Free Trade may tend, in certain CaSE\5, to be ncoorn-
panied by a displnccmcut of population between the
tmtling" corumunitica. 494 -·197

CHAPTER vr.

THE PHl:\CIPLE;" OF mBTRmrTIn; JrfiTICE,

I.

2.

3.

4.

G.

The present iudividunliatic organisation of society cannot
he maintained to be theoretically just, on account of its
long duration, or unjust on account of its origin.

The institution of private property, as extended to land,
cmmot he defended as strictly' realizing freedom', or
-aecuriug the fruits of ]a1'o\1l"; though the gain to lnbotu
ill the aggregate from the accumulation of capital that
the institution has caused vnsf.ly outweighs its 10:>>\

through exclusion froin appropriate\11and,
H docs not however appear thru. private property and

free contract together tend to give each labourer the
wages he deserves. But strict rcmnnerat.ion of desert
seems an unattainable ideal. .

It has been believed that iaieecrfoire gives, 01' will give,
the greatest possible equality of opportunities to labour:
but it certainly leaves room for serious inequality-c-which
might. be prevented by govcrnmcntnl interference, if this
were not harmful to prorlnction-c-from monopoly and
combination, from. fluctuations of industry,

from the unearned increment in the value of land,
from the large earnings of owners of capitnl, and from the

payment of interest which would not he required if
capital were accumulated by the couunuuity.

CHAPTER VII.

acoxccnc DISTUIBrTIO:>:,

498-500

[)OO-r,02

[;02-500

506-509
509-511

511-[>16

1. A more equal distribution of wealth tends primd facie to
increase happincas : 517-519
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2. but we ha \'0 to ,,110\y for 10:::'5 through increased idleness,
decreased saying, lessened efficiency of capital, pressure
of population, checked growth of culture. ,'120-;)25

3. It seems impossible to dispense, as Communism seeks to
do, with the individualistic stimulus to labour and care,
and cheek to population . 52::;-527

4. But the ideal of Socialism is Hot open to the r-amo objcc
tions ; and a gradual ndvuncc in the direction of this
ideal, by a judicious extension of governmental functions,
is not opposed to sound economic theory. f>27-;)~:2

r,. The chief coiurnuuistic institution, actually established
in England, is the provision for poor-relief"; this, how-
eyer might perhaps be made in other ways. 532--537

6. Most other distributional interferences have been designed
also to benefit production, or promote "elf-help. The
proper limits of such interference arc hard to determine i
one impoi'Lant consideration is the efficiency of voluntary
pr-ovision for social uecda. 037-541

('[UFTER YIlT.

P-cDI,IC FIXAXCE.

1. ,re have to heat generally of the provision for public
oxpeuditnre (the amount, of which must paL'Uy de
pend on UIC possibilities of conveniently providing for
i0. 5J2--51,1

2. The commodities required for the usc of government arc
generally obtained by free purchase j though under
certain circumstances it is IllUI'C economical to obtain
scrviccs-c-espcciully of soldiers-c-by direct compulsion [i44-:)47

3. The funds for such purchases may come from (1) Rente,
or (2) Lonns-c-which are under cei-tniu circumstances
legitimate, whether for productive employment, 01' a", It

means of lightening all occnsiounl 111l1';lPll hy ~ll1't'IHIing it
oyer a longer per-iod. ;)47-;)51

4. or (:l) from payments for commodities supplied I,S govern-
ment the pi-ice of' which, when they arc monopoli-cd,
may he determined on various principles. 5:H-t")r,t!

;'). Tuxes, commonly :'I() culled, call he nul ....· to a \"cry limited
extent treated I)::; payments for f-:f'1'\-i.'f'f': 1'('1\(1('1,<'d hy

government t.d';j - tir.a
fl. Dist.inguishing I taxes projcr ' from such payments, we

may note the complexity of considerations, political and
economical, productional and distributional, which ought
t.o have weight in the selection of taxes. [,Gf)---;'i!i:!
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7. We shall Rim at proportioning taxation to that part of the
income ...chich is not spent in necessaries, nor in ways
socially useful, nor invested in any form: the adjustment
can at best he rough, especially if taxes be largely laid
011 commodities-a method however which is on several
grounds to be recommended 562~567

8. The incidence of taxes if'; hard to determine, from the vary
ing degrees of completeness and rapidity with which
their burden tends to be transferred; illustrated by
taxes on Incomes, taxes OIl Land, DGi-t')'j';2

!l. and taxea on .l'roduction-c-which as 'indirect 1 taxes are
comruouly thought to be transferred completely to the
consumers; but the rapidity and even the extent of the

transference really varies ruuch according to circum-
stances. _ 572-574

10. Such taxes are liable to cause au extra loss to consumers,
oyer and above the gain to the treasury. 574-577

11. Taxes on inheritance require special and separate treat-
ment. 5,7-579

CHAPTER IX.

POLITICAL ECO::\O)lY A~V l'RIYATE )[QRALll'Y,

L Political economy tends to influence the common notion
of fair dealing especially in ..espect of taking advantage
of (a) ignorance, 580~584

~. and (b) need, Economic renaoning xloes not tend to
justify a man in exacting much more: tbuu the uormal
competitive price for his service ; but it makes us hesi
tate to condemn anyone for taking full advantage of
competition, except in case of extreme need, when hu-
manity requires some gain to be foregone. 584-586

a. Economic teaching has had a doubtful effect on the current
dislike of 'rings; and other combinations-c-and the severer
censure commonly passed on • making work,' 'scamping
work,' &c, 587-589

4. The egoistic intlucnces of the individualistic organisation
of industry need to be counteracted: hence the moral
value of Cooperation. 589-590

5. Political ecollomy has exploded the fallacy that the luxn-
r-iouaexpenditure of the rich benefits the poor; but it
has also drawn attention to the dangers of almsgiving 590-591



CORRIGEXDA.

On p. 180) line 7 from bottom, /01' "rises" read H falls"

On p. 219, line 4 from bottom, transpose "An and" B"

On p- 220, line 10 from bottom, for "A n T{]IJd "E"

On p. 253, line 8 from top, /01' "change:' roui "increase"

OIl P' 2;j3, line 13 from top, [or "creditors" read "debtors"

On p. 255, line 23 from top, /01' "rise" read "fall"

On p. 386, line 11 from top, for "class" read '<place"

On p. 402, note 1 ad fin.

for H desire wealth obtainable by some other kind (If labour more than
they dislike that other kind"

'j'lJ(r({ "prefer some other kind of labour either for its own sake or tor
its results"

On l'. 4i9, line to from bottom, /01' "phlloscphic" read
,: philanthropic"

On I'. 492, line 8 from top, for "tax" read. "productional disadvantage"

On p- 497, line S from bottom, for "overrating" read "enervating"

On p. 50G, line 6 from bottom, for H when" 'iyxtd "where"

On p. 513, last line,
for "this has been denied by modern socinlists "
read "modern socialist:'! have hekl that this result would be brought

about ):

On p. 53f), line 3 from top, .fiil' ., wealth" I'cad "health'




